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TOWARDS A THEORY OF VOCABULARY TEACHING:

MYCHOLINGUISTIC IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCABULARY GROWTH

It happened that during a content reading workshop

recalled his attempts to teach beginning tracksters at a rural

school the intricacies of running Strategy.. It seems that whenever

he mentioned the "pole" position, certain of the team members net

him with furrowed brows, rolling eyeballs and other signals of general

confusion. Finally, he asked them what the problem was One replied,

"Coach, I know about bean poles and telephone poles and a lot of other

poles, but none of them make tense with what you are saying-" The

coach responded by entertaining a discussion of poles (and polls),

-
going to the chalkboard to show spellings, until. the team was well- ,

educated in poles, (polls) and clearly. .understood the contextual

meaning of.2.'pole" most appropriate to winning track.

4 was impressed by- the fact that without ever having had a reading

or language arts methods course, the coach had diagnosed a vocabulary

problem and treated it with great linguistic sensitivity. Quite

naturally, he had related graoho-phonic, syntactic, and semantic

information to produce vocabulary growth. Among other things he had

tapped the experiential background of his students,.interplaying

their conceptual networks-and the immediate concepts to be learned.

i He ha&built new language on known language, teaching the vocabulary

item organically - in the context of the moment and as an inseparable

.part of total language.



It occurrd to rpe then that when we think of vocabulary growth

in education, whether consciously or not, we seem to think in terms

of five variables (dimensions) of language process as it regards

vocabulaky: rt forms, oral forms, althrnate (synonymous) forms,

conc_nts and eVner ience.

As teachers however, expecially when we get beyond the earliest

grades, -we tend to focus on print forms in vocabulary development,

giving prim,ry emphasis processing written ianguaoe and incidental

importance to relating oral language, incorporating alternate forms,

building concepts, and modifying experience. It is not often that

we exploit in a conscious way these five variables as an organic unit

in either diagnosis (analysis of vocabulary knowledge and needs) or

instruction (adding new words to the vocabulary store and enhancing

the quality of known vocabulary).

-In a-study of Coleridge "Rime of the Ancient Mariner," for example,

one would surely want to understand the concept of "mariner." -Klowing

the easy synonym "sailor" is not enough for the modern reader who must

relate to sailors and sailing ships of 1797. In fact, the context of the

poem includes at least 46 sea terms ranging from such common language as

ocean" and "wave" to mo'e technical sailing language such as "work the

ropes" and "upright keel." "Ancient" as a qualifier also bears analysis

in itg mystical, figurative, and chronological connotations. It would

serve both comprehension and motivation to probe the nautical knowledge

of the class in a readiness session characterized by informal free

response and manipulated discussion of itizal vocabulary in the



poem. Stanzas characterizing the riari ner could be pulled out to

develop content (substantive) background and familiarity with

linguistic forms. As a result print and oral forms are introduced

in the context of natural discourse; known synonyms are related to

new Lnguag tier ey associating previous concepts and

experielce with new -o ds; in turn, previous concepts and experience
,

are changed to better suit the needs of the immediate discourse

and of the language of the poem. In theend we have a developed

experience context for.the

appreciating it as well

poem a

insight

basis for understanding and

into the reading of literature

itself learned.-by actual practice with literature. We diagnose

as we observe the facility of students with particular new language

forMs, synonyms, and concepts. As we progress throLgh a study of

the poem, we not only attend to the more.41ffltult word meanings, but

also intet4relationships between print, oral, and alternate forms;

concept development,and experi, nce extension. In that enjoyment

without conscious study is the most desirable outcome of expefAncing:

poetry, the real payoff this perspective on vocabulary and reading

literature should come in private rcreadtrigs of the poem and in

readings of other poems to come.

Our long term objective has been to help t'e student become more

indeOendent'reader by extending his experiences in literature and

vocabulary knowledge. Our immediate objective liFs been to promote

enjoyment, understanding, and appreciation o the specific' poem and

its language. In so dofng, we hive a s.o provided a tangible application
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of and Practice in using the new.lanau-

Clearly, reading competence is more tha

it is a product of total language comp

performance significantly, it is nece

than written surface structures or r,e

relationships (as important as these

occurs at the conceptual and experie

arned.

rint forms;

reading

ion aim deeper

and oral

Meaningful change

It would follow.that functional f-any vocabulary item-

should include capacities to understano c.erm in reading and

listening asweit as abilities to generate it in writing and speaking

An effective'vocabulary program, then, would consider it essential

that students have a foundation based on the five dimensions of

vocabulary growth and that they have meaningful practice using

vocabulary imreading, writing, listening, and speaking to proMote

necessary structural and semantic associations with words. In any

given subject area, students would be taught to use content language,

thereby diminishing two significant obstacles to comprehension of

content materials: tethnicaT vocabulary am content- specific

peculiarities of language structure.

The purpose of the following article, then, is to suggest a

point of departure for a coherent program of vocabulary growth based

on at least three premises:

I. Vocabulary is best learned as it functions in Communiciti6

settings.

2.1 We can more effectively stimulate vocabulary growth if we



'More deliberately attend td vocabulary development as a `multidimensional

language phenomenon.

'The more we know about,vocabulary, the better we can provide

for its growth; A "mult feature vocabulary analysis grid" (MVAG) is

suggested as cmethahism that can,be used to develop understanding

f vocabulary and to.:sort out vocabulary knowledge as. a function of

five variables (print form, oral form, alternate form, concept,

eiperienc so that questions of diagnosis, instruction, evaluation,

and study can beapproached in a way that will identify relationshtPs

among and between elements of,lexfcal grogth but not lose sight of

whole la-guage processes The first part. of this paperattempts to

define the five dimensions of vocabulary groWth as they relate to

communication processes and the teaching of vocabulary; the second

part discusses the multifeature vocabulary analysis grid and its

potential for the classroom and research.

Dimensions of Vocabulary Growth:

1. A print_fOrm may be 'defined as the linguistic stimulus a

appears to the reader or the linguistic output as the writer has produced

it. In the alphabetic language that is English, print forms exist as

letters/(graphemes ) and patterns of letters (words, affixes).

5

The communications model that represents. the written laliguage

(figure one)- suggest that print is a medium for shared understanding

between writer and reader as well as a catalyst for new insights and

changed behaviors.



meaning

reconstruction

construction

Figure'one tritten Language Communicatilns Model

In one sense, the - reader's purpose is to reconstruct the author's

intended message,'in another sense the reader also constructs personal-

ized meanings as he or she attempts to interpret the printed symbols.

In that interpretation.depends on the quality of b'ackgraund of

experiences avatlable to the reader, 't-cian be said that when we

interpret vocabulary, we actually bring meaning to the ,print rather

than obtain meaning from It. The symbol system carries no intrinsic

meaning -- meaning.meaning. .the mind, .not the print., To the,degee that the

contentive and linguistic experiences of writer and !Oder overlap,

intended meaning can. be understood.. Their communication may be seen



as a meaning to meaning process. This is an impOrtant:viewOoin-
.

cons der because it suggests that what the reader brings to the to

is at least as important s what the writer britgs. Put another,wav
.

the mindsof our students, are at least as important as those who

author classrooM ate:rials; In terms of vocabulary teaching, is

as critical to develop a student's badkgroun&of experiences as' it

to provide appropriate materials. As backgrOund of expert :e is

very dynamic and susceptible to change, its questions the-practice of

placing students at this or that grade 3evel in-all materials for all

instruction. They ae.e each in a momentary, particular state of

readiness for a particular -piece of print material - a readiness

that can. be dramatically changed in a short period of time,by

effective teacher.

Figure one as drawn is statig,3a. freeze zframeof'in

an

.- Petween Writer and reader. To represent reading in progrets, the too

/

circiet.would be in fluid motion, as.though on ball bearings. the
4

readerencounters chunks of'print, for example, abilities to inte Oret

.Vary as the match between experiential. backgrounds Of-reader*d

s" uneven

\

as the reader moves-through it -:a point to-consider wtherLapplying

writ varies. Thus, comprehension of a piece of writing i

readability measures ID classrooM materials.

! 2. The `orate.form is recognizpd by the listener ,and is produced
.

by the speaker. Oral forms. exist :as Sounds. (phonemet) and patterns
\

of! sounds. Discovering phonic- relationships between oral and print

`forMs permits the !reader or writer. to tap i.poken language comnetencies



and to'retrieve the meanings either has 1_,...rned to identify,

pattern's of 'oral symbols.

For beginning'or poor readers listenin vocabularies often far

exceed their-reading vocabularies, therefore, we expend a good deal o

energy on ,various Nordrecognitien'activities, striving to increase

the'hUmbers of sight words available to the treader. 'In effect' e are

-trying to iMorove reading--performance by_pi-oviding thehstudents

- mechanisms for access to acquired oral language. The payoff,- however,
. ..,. . ,

is not in the pronunciation of printed words, but in' acquired abilities
-,.

to 'apply the.meblings associated With those pronunciations' tO7the
%

.

i'_ = _ print counterparts. -Teathing print-Sound relAtiOnships serVeS-reading-i

comprehension.Only as-long,a the student is able to perceive that

meaning is the goal and not become preoCcupied with exact

pronunciation'. In such case , word calling and reading anxiety

often .develop,-sometimes resiting:in poor Classroom readers who

read capably in nonschool settings. point Sometimes overlooked in

teaching schema is that readers as early as the firSt grade begin

processing some print for meaning directly, without the' metilation of

speech.. In fact, the normal:developmental pattern is a weaning one

from speech so that proficient siler, readers rely most heaVily on

print to meaning:pracessing, with speech mediation being called on

Only in specifid situations. Some research even suggestS that

spelling becomes the dorninan cue system as print becomes -more

-manageable.to.the reader. ThuS, for normal readers, decoding print

to speech, then to meaning via the subvOcalized Speechlistehing



Process- becom es a more and more cumbersoe, and,-finally, frustrating.

process. The' rule of thumb, is that when the word becomes S'sight

word,-tHetneed for speech recognition to achieve reading comoreheriOn

ceases, It would be-natural for readers to process suchyiorks

directly for meaning_ ,Phonics or word recognition instruction,

therefore, Would seem most useful when given within a context of

actual reading and writing needs as opposed to an arbitrary schedule

of teaching events,p scribed by teacher's manlials,or school

curiculuM guides made well in a6ance of initial student-teache

encounters.

3 Alternate _forms are previ usly learned print and oral synonyms

that the ..student may relate'to:iew language.lbrms.- They may be,words

phrases, standard or nonsfpdard,1 dovpntional or-invented,

Identifying common language -synonyms for new tech i01.vocabulerY

allows the learner to,bring relevant experienteS.to the. term,-.increasing

chances,fe-*content-§pecific concept formation, retention, and effective

usage.

Probing' the possible other word forms and associated meanings

students might have for new words to be learned often.means the

difference between successful and unsuccessful

.The e few, if any, technical word in the

14

eaChing episodes,-
J

ngage that,canAot

be translated 4to some common langua4e expression closer to the

concepts -anckexperielices'of students, that' is, closer' to their'baSes

'Thus, teacher§ must explore other -ways that students'''of meaning

might .have talkind about the coCepts represented by the ,

I



technical language, to be learned. As. the connections between new
__., .

-language and Old are being made, known meanings:are associated with

the new word-significantly increasing` the odds, that matchups between
000

word symbols and concepts will be real-fred;- For example, when

"flammable" is associated with "burns easy ", all of those burning

experiments that kids do on their,own surge

and cOncept-symbol association is assured.

Using alternate forms to -diagnose and -bring to the surface
. .

the. conscious mind'

pr4o knowledge related to technical langbage would allow individual

learners opportunities lor discovering-that which is already known

,

and
\

for,practic language, that would appropriately expresS,that

knoWledge In addition, learning tasks. suyh as recognizing and

using other language forms and a more Speciali4edmeapinor

language already known would be.clearlY defined,

10

4. As conceot and perience are so much a dart of each other

in vocabular:LNoving, they willbediscuSsed as such here Conde

represent an individual's categorietdf experience which, along with

general experience, comi_,Jse the meanings associated with known

vocabulary items: As it relates to voCabulary, acond'optaat be
A,

defined as A-',complex of'corhmoncAaracteristics derived from experience

hcan be. retrteVed froM bonti as word meaning. Concept

formation and abilities to assodiae concept, and Hord symbol in a

variety of contexts critical ,dements of vocabulary

-2ftnitag_ is all that thelneMary-has retained otdhe'-t life:encounters,

11t nrovides the dimensions ofMeaning that a word can-hold
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individual -.the length, breadth, and depth of a concept,' he subtleties

of.color Surrounding a concept. Experience is at the base of all

language process, and therefore, must chan=ge if lanouage growth is

to occur.

Human beihgs are- born with a capacity for ordering-common eleMents

of experience into concepts.. At some. point the first concepts are

-fa -01 and 'then countless others thereete , one building upon

another in atbmplex .chin of associations. The whole conceptual

body-is.Continuously active, working on itself to order and reorder

experience,,creating,aew concepts, changing old ones. Experience,

'itself,:endlesslY:Stimulated externally-and by processes of ebnceptuali-

'zation, is inherently dynamic as ideas flow one into another,

-altering present thoughts and generating altogether different ones.

Each new experience, therefore, holds a potential-or changing, to
/

--'some-degree;,many concepts-.

Concepts prelate to other' concepts according to certain inherent

properties such, as simllariepcer For example, -the

general corCept..Apple" includes such qualities as taste,texture,

_:size, and -shape which at once.identifi-it as A fruit and differentiate;

it from4?ther frUits, baseballs, and duck7billed,platyputses

apples are similar to baseballs n.shape and_size, aqdAto platypusses

inlhat both are livihg things t From thisf.View, it-Can-_Wsaid that

thin each concept, there'is some basis for aSsociation with any

other-concept., Concepts

abilities make associ

ares-by nature,.therefore, aSsociati4e-. 'FOrther

atiors-between new concepts and old is
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absolutely neCessary,./to leArning-new vocabulary:-
:

,
.

.
. A .

i
/./

The p_ocesS'of conceptualization is also efficient in that it

can select only enough critical attribUtes-from experience to denote

arrldea, that is, to form something like its dictionary definition,

andoServa other aspects of the concept, its connotations, that,

cilItypers. altZed,. often `subjective associations with a word.- The
,

determlpatidnof which denotative and connotative attributes.are

critical fluctuates with contextual needs and the amount of depth

-
-needed to adequatelyprocess language or thought , 'Thus, to understand

the`' statement, e problem is you are trying.to.compare apples'and

oranges," one,/need only visualize comparatiVe siza(s, shapes, and

colors but net necessarily textures, tastes, And weights. On the

other hand', to determinewhich- apple is one's. favorite variety

requires finer descrirnations of attributes within the general concept
\

"apple o_identifp'subconCepts from crabapple to-Macintosh.

Cultivation ofessential'attrlbuteSior elements of concepts to

be,' earned is a necessary condition of successful vocabulary programs,

particularly in the case of less able learners. For they more often--.

than not, are disabled because they are slower to make inference's, to

generalize from experience, and to associate and expresSsYmboland
.

; .

meaning-4 That is, they have difficulty in selecting enough attributes.'

quickly ,enough to form the concepts necessary for survival in the

heavy conceptloaC written test learning units so typical of

intermediate and secondary school -ogram_ Thus, we say that -their

,abilittes--- to generalize are limited, their abilities to make associations



from one concept to another are limited, their abilities _to remember

are limited. We need to teach to these- limitations by introducing

more attributes of concepts to be learned, by allowing more practice

time,.and by making. clearer associations. between old and new concepts

as well as between concepts in general.

The fact may very well-be' that if we are not directly intervening

in conceptualization processes, we may be disabling, by sins of

omission, as many students as Mother Nature.

The MultifeatUre Vocabulary Analysis Grid

The complexity of learning.new words and using known ones is

Often hidden froM fluent langUage users because their own language

processes are,so automatic. and well-developed; --XansequentlY, most

-atiempts at vocabuia%lnstruction are unsuccessful because they:are
,

too simplistfc., Wordlists from spelTing books_assi§hed on Monday'

and tested ti friday are seldom heardof again and_soon forgotten.

Key words preceding text selections,Seidom survive the next- chapter

or story. Superficial instruction and arbitfary Wordlists- add few

words to the reading, writing, listening, and speaking vocabularies

of students. Only the Mostable students-seem to profit from

conventional vocabulary methodS;.in large part because they have

already mastered vocabulary learning strategies. Those who need

development most learn the least because they are

'seldom instructed in how to learn vocabulary and seldom provided

appropriate settings in which to practice new vocabulary. In brief,



When short tern memorization is encouraged and passing a

test is the main goal, little real language learning occurs. Consider

also that-students are challenged through each day by Uncommon content

and language, yet are expected to interpret and express that content

in appropriate subject area language with the same ease that they use

their own variety of conversational English. To even approach this

expectation in the schools, melt students must be guided through a

careful, consistent, and continuous vocabulary program marked by

many opportunities to-use,subject area vocabulary in meaningful

communication..

Other complexities of the problem reveal themselves as we attempt

to identify vocabulary needs in a particular situation. DP we mean

listening, reading, writing,,or speaking? Receptive or expressive?

When is -0,givem term "known"? What distinctions are et bedded in

motiOnS;pf "having" and "recognizing" words? How is- it, for example,
-

that 'a person may,haVe.past experiences with a new word in longterm-

Memory yet not recognize that term as a known one? What are useful

14

definitions,orfdescriptions of "vocabulary" and "vocabulary instruction"?

What is needed is a way to sort Out vocabulary -so that'questionS,L

of diagnosis, instruction, evaluation, -and study can be approached

in an organic way--a method that will identifY discrete_elementi sfi

vocabulary'and interactions between and among them4put not lose sig

of whole language processes. One ipproach is to analyze vocabulary

knowledge as, a function of print forms, oral forms, alternate fo s,

concepts, and experience (as described impartlone of this paper and



to derie diagnostic and ins-tructional strategies from a study of those

five variables as they exist in the language of students.

As reovsented in figure two,forexample,
-

Multifeature-.

Vocabulary Analysis Grid explores thepresence or. absence (-) of

these variables and predicts the mathematical probability of states

of vodabrilary. knowledge and, by inference, the nature of vocabulary,

problems) that can be expected-With any given term. "Vocabulary

knowledge" refers to both fact and function; not only knowing
f.

symbol-concept matchups, multiple meanings,. and synonym- antonym

. relationships. but-also having facility with rules of appropriate

use of the lexical Item-and its derivatives. Using the grid,. one

can speculate onthe-kinds of vocabulary treatment aPProprlate foe'

particular teaching contexts, come to underStand the dimensions of

vocabulary development, evolveassessment teChniqueiandprepare-..

-research schemes and instruments.

Variation one. identifies the ideal state ,of vocabulary. .knowl

- mastery Of dterm in all of its dimensions, while pattern thirty-two-

suggests the greatest challenge of vocabUlaryins ruction,_complete

unfamiliarity with or having, deficiencies i.r all five vocabulary.

.features. Problem eight. ndicateS a variety of="Nord caller," one

who recogniies the phdnic relationships between-drirtand-oral forms

but does not bring meaning:to eithform. Problem -four points out

a word-caller who has sophisticated this :facility with surfate-
.

structure forms to include the meMorization ofY.vsynonym or.short

.definition, still thoutanunderstanding of the word. For instan



A MU TIFEATURE VOCABULARY ANALYSIS GRID

V. =Variation (Word Knowledge)
PF Print Form
OF = Oral Form

AF = Alternate Forms
C = Concept
E = Experience

16



if "matter were the term and "substance" were learned in association

with "matter is substance ")`, the student could learn to spell both

items, say them, read. them aloud, hear them, fill in. blanks with

them, and ace.MultiOle-choite or matching tests with them - all

without a develobed.meaning for either'word. In my own classes

students will oftey reipbnd to the.question "What is comprehension ?"

with an alternate rm, 'understanding," then: be.hard-pressed-to

explain what either term means. Their problem(s) can be viewed in

a.number of ways: h ving knowledge but not enough linguistic

.experignce tb express it (V2), having linguiStic competence bu
.l;

insufficient conceptualization (V3),or having defitiencies in both

concept knoWledge and linguistic experience (V4). At the College;.

level, I have treated this .set of problems with a timely discussion.

. /

using.such reading process models'as Kenneth Goodman postulates in!

Readin9__Prodessan4_Prqgram, NCTE, 197 9) and 'a. free restionse

..

question asking session to alloW for creative applications followed

17

by a brief paper to promote Synthesis: - all designed to encourage;

Conceptualization. ed. extend experience. In addition, students

,become aware of the "synonym response" to questioni,:h6w to probe

the respondent, and _some tethniqueSjor'deVelbpingbatkground'of

. _

4xperience. Atankjevei.theobject Would.be to, provide

language experiences,in the four:primary To es that feature. natural

language use. Figure three projects possibl interpretations of. soma..

heF 32 .variations in voca'b'ulary knowledge,
I

In a tike Mannerone tbUld'evaluateelghvariation _ccordihOo.
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A Mdltifeature Vocabulary Analysis Grid

Sample Interpretations

P OACE Interpretation
0.

4. 4 Mastery of theterm in all five dimensions exists'.
"Mastery", however, is relative to a given time -and need.
Student shoUld be directed to learn additional denOta-.
tions, connotations, contextual uses and recognition.

V4.

V7. +4-

V8.

Deficiencies exist in both concept development and
background of eXperience. :Direct:and/indirect experiences
should be provided'in association with- encoding/decoding
practice in content langUige',- Sophi,tticated word calling:
is possible (e phrinic proficiency with print, oral
symbols of word and synonym without appropriate meantngs,
"matter is substance"

Alternate forms are either not preSent Or not associated
with content language; tonceptual-developmentAsAnadequate.
Giyen the adequate experiental. background, some meaning is
present but:elusive, inexact.. ReCognition.of,lynonyms:and.
their meanings, contrastive concepts, additional attributes
'ofrnew.words',should result in mastery of that term.

The tiassic "ward caller" pattern, Phonic relationships
are-known. Effective oral reading, pronunciation,
writing of term possible. Meaning tenot'associated with
term. Knowledge of `appropriate alternate: 'along
With,their meanings and'related7experiences shoUldin.

ConceptualdevellpOeht within content language
is recommended; ./

experience:is..adequate, conceptual-development
hee'llOt-reached the point of proOding clear meaning for
print form;, -oral: form.encogingireeognition alsd:deficient.
review.of attributes:.in-a freh.setting,i,"turning

Of=the orange"actOitY,,',would allow for both a sharpening'
Of focusandl:neededpractiCelirprOnunoiation/listening
the word.

Figure 3



needs and experience and, 'Finally, conClude'a 'study .of the grid with=

an increased awareness Of'vdtablilary itself as a ooncept;_ This

heightened conteptual'ization could then.be translated into classroom

/

strategies or) bases for research. Practital.uses of the grid also

will very according to the meanings/each user brings to each of the

features, of the grid.

/

What do " +" and -" actually mean, for example, when 'they are

applied to.-each'-of the'variables? If " +" suggests-mastery -and we refer

to Pattern One,then itmust be assumed that competent students

19

would be/able toexpress:the appropriate written and oral forms of

'
the word in proper contexts

./
as well as underStand them when they encounter

them in reading and listenina. They must, in short, be able to match

symbol and meaning fiT the various languagenodes. In terms of the

grid and Content learning, they should be able to recognize-and

/

:produce the technical orint and oral-forms 'of the'mament as well as

appropriate alternate forms. , Mastery at the conceptual level suggests

that students should understand the multiple concepts (denotations)

of a word when/they exist and the sometimes subtle connotative

differences normallpassotited-with it and its synonyms. They also

will' ibeabe to discriminate shades of meaning among synonyms and
,

make More precise-choices in written expression'. The natural interaction

,betw n. reading-and writing,'however, which should evolveas-a

consequence ofattaining:profitiehcy in one or another of the Print,

modes May not occur if the-tfi'ssroom &wslnot'offer continuous and-::'

interaettye Practice in both modes, one xvinforcing. abilities learned



in the other:

The :"+"- could be interpreted15easily to Signify partial

knowledge of1Jarficular vocabulary, such as reading recognition

the print form without spelling or perception of a (?Syen

contextual meaning without knowledge of meaning variations. The

absolute

targets o

might be used for evaluation inhe sense of establishing

criteria for learning, whereas the partial "+" might bey

used more diagnostically to' ascertain degreet of mastery, prior to

instruction. In any case, interpretations of the "+" must' complement

those of the "-9,- which could indicate absolute ignorance or partial

deficiency in each dimension of vocabulary knowledge. One consequence

Of the ibiolUte interpretation of ."-a on the qri, , for egamplei, Mould

be that half of the mathematical possibilities, leas would be

realisticallyjmpotsible because no experiential,background would

,,,mean- no Concepts nor language forms were possible. Thus,- such

'variations as 114 and -V8- 'could not be. If the
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signaled .a..defi Ciency,

say, of contentive experjence but not linguistic experience,. then

V4 and V8 would be. possible. In' that an absolute lack of contentive

and linguittic experiences fo- most terms is not likely, deficiency

analysis would seem most practical for using the, grid.

Figure two demonstrates that given the five selected variables,

there are 32 patterns of lexical knowledge mathematically possible

for a vocabulary item: Put Another way, for any term our students

may encounter in the classroom,' there =arey 32 states ofVocabulal-y

knowledge about thaf ,iord possible.amdng the individuals in the



IaCh,variable added to the uridwjli cioUble the total nuM0er

problem variations (V) produced', -Six,variabies will yield 64, seven

would produce 128, etc.

If for example% the "experience" variable were too grossa a

categoryto yield useful information, it could bifurther discriminated

as,actOal (real-life), _vicarious, and linguistic. MU", figure twp

could be expanded to at least eightVariables yielding256 problem

variations.. if "experience" alone-were being developed or investigated,

howeKer,,thegricLwoul4 be redUted to three variables,resulting in

only:eight combinations of variables describing "experience (see-figure

four).

AE = ActualExperience
VE m Vicarioui Experience

AE VE -LE-

LE m Linguistic Experience

AE VE LE

4

7

8



The selection and discrimination of variables
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flexible and would.

depend on the intended useof the grid. Two obvious conclusions' from

sUth analAes.,however, 40 (1) that vocabulary knowledge is ,h hly

complex and (2) that Atm, teaching-of vocabulary- becofts increasingly

more precise', as we discriMinat,e4finer elements of its compoSition.

kformula whith predicts` the number .of combinationFsin grids

such as figures two and four could,te wri ten-as-follows:
Ae

where C = the inumber of combinations, P = th0 possibilities
.

.

variables
..

and'v the number of . In'figure-two, the formula would be
,

-5.
writtenv. 2- w wrens in figure fOur the formula would be written:

..-i

= 2

Once the number of coiMbinations is known and .the possibilities

determinedai .either or a simple way to make the 'grid would be

_to divide the number of 'combinations:in half and, beginning on the-.

left side of the grid making 4 vertical row of plus-Ses equal...to .that

'number. Figure4two, for example, iegins 'with a row of 16 _plusses then .

halves number at, the top path /sticceeding 'row,- alternating groups

of .plusses and minuses, until the f- ve yertiOel rows hdve .been 45;hausted.

The process is. duplicated on the m nus half Of the grid except. 'that the

'minuses =are counted from th4 bottom, ofeach'vertical row. Inthis way

thef4-rst problem Nari i nfT)-- 'always indicates full knowl edge (4+ ) o
,

wOrd and the last problem!variation -is always complete ignorance
-/

the degree that thOSe extremes are possible'`; with a term.
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Realizing_ the complexity. of vocabularyimowle_
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shire of the rieeponsibility for learning is'shifted-tO the student as

teacher and students approach vocabulary study from a com bn,

teseh A substantial -benefit of this cooperative approach is the

communication between teacher and students about learning and vocabill

that naturally volves'tr

critical influence on- the success

Immediate, ongoing, and longer term

the interplay among groups, individual5, and teacher.

A
Some. guidelines for developing a comprehensive coca.

follow:

Understands the amens

MVAG anct-reading-other sources.

2. Decide What Word eatery me

helping students achieve



3. Adapt or invent student and teacher record keeping devices,

involving students in at lost the evolution of their own charts

4. Educate students to your concept of mastery, encouraging

their responses to it- and the dimensions of vocabulary growth.

5. Discuss relationships between vocabulary learning and the

ty of life in this society.

6. Provide students with instruction in how written and spoken

language help to identify word meanings through such devices as con-

text clues and illustrations, as well as in the value of -glossaries,

dictionaries, and other resources for,vocabulary growth.

7. Maas vocabulary a continuous, pervasive, central concern

throughout the school year.
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Students and teachers can n much sat

faction from reviewing charts pe c sally and noting progress. Of

col e,teacher enthusiasm is cont o "

To prepare for teaching a. piece of content,,the teacher should

examine at least these questions about necessary vocabulary knowledge:

1. Which print and oral forms must be recognized for students to

effectively negotiate the language of the selection? Which are key to

content learning.

2. Which alternate forms are they likely to know?

3. Which concepts should they understand?

4. Are there content-specific features of these concepts which

are essential to

5. What kinds of experienti

concepts critical to learning from

round would likely develop -



6. What deficiencies exist in present bac

7. What be done to provide for needed

ence?
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ids of experience?

ounds of experi-

In sum, what are the present abilities of students to express

and receive the vocabulary of the selection? Obviously, the more deft-

dent the state of vocabulary knowle

for learning from reading.

Implications for Research

In that the ongoing classroom

the Less likely chanc

the richest ground for educe-

t onal'research, one important research application centers on the

eacher. A teacher striving to understand theory and practice can

be a most effective informal researcher able to produce immediate

0
applications to both learning and teaching as each exists in specific

classroomsj Although an understanding of formal research techniques

is moo helpfui., elaborate statistical procedures are not as necessary

as objectivity, curiosity about learning processes, and an awareness

of sti.dent behaviors and teaching possitiliti

Some questions about vocabulary growth and teaching for teacher-

researchers and researchers general are these: What are the possi-

bilities for encouraging growth in each of the voca dimensions?-

To what degree can students reliably assess their own vocabulary knoll-

ledge and represent it on a personalized. chart? How effective Is
this multidimensional language approach to vocabulary learning as

compared to other approaches? Can this approach more effectively

develop one of the reading, writing, listening, or 3peai.ng vocabu-:!

laries to a greater extent than the others? Can the MVAG or some-
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thing like

has MVACI for researching vocabulary knowle e, acquisition, and

teaching?

The possible research questions seem endless, and with each one

tesdin assessing vocabulary competence? What potent

comes a growing awareness of our ignorance of this fundamental aspect

of human learning and a deeper respect for those students who learn

classroom content in spite of that ignorance. It is possible, of

course, that vocabulary in school, as Vocabulary in life, is best learned

without the conscious intervention of a teacher. On the other hand,

it is also possible that we, in our lack-of appropriate intervention,

have cheated an inestimable nUmber of minds of a fuller potential for

intellectual growth.


